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105: FANTASY COMMUNICATIONS HISTORY 

OPENINGA A

GRAPHICS: Photos of Professors Jamaal Charles, Eddie Lacy, 
DeMarco Murray, Odell Beckham Jr, Matt Forte, Eric Decker, *
Pierre Garcon, and Demaryius Thomas surround the F.O.C. logo *
graphic. 

MUSIC: Regal sting

CUT TO:

EXT. CAMPUS HALLWAY 1 1

Sign outside a classroom reads “Lenovo Presents: Fantasy 
Communications” 

CUT TO:

INT. CLASSROOM - MAIN 132 2

J.B. SMOOVE stands in front of a group of students. With him 
is DEMARYIUS THOMAS. J.B. looks around the class. 

J.B. SMOOVE
Communication. It’s what brings us 
together. How do you communicate? 

STUDENT #4
Text?  

STUDENT #5
E-mail from my Lenovo computer? 

J.B. SMOOVE
You mean this computer?! No! 

J.B. smacks the laptop off the student’s desk. 

J.B. SMOOVE (CONT’D)
Forget these laptops! You talk! One-
on-one, man! When you’re playing 
fantasy, you’ve got to let the 
other players know where they 
stand. Let me show you how the 
experts communicate. Professor *
Thomas... *

Demaryius Thomas stands next to J.B. 



J.B. SMOOVE (CONT’D)
Let’s say me and Professor Thomas 
are going mano-e-mano this week. *
How do we communicate that we’re 
excited about this? Watch: 

J.B. turns to Demaryius and raises his voice. 

J.B. SMOOVE (CONT’D)
Let’s do this Demaryius! You better 
get in on my roller coaster, *
because you’re going down! Go ahead 
and bring it! Bring it!

DEMARYIUS THOMAS 
Oh, I’ll bring it! I’ll bring all 
of it! This is my kitchen and all 
you’re bringing to the table is 
weak sauce!

They turn to the class and give a small nod. Demaryius takes 
his seat. Students, impressed, take notes on their laptops. 

J.B. SMOOVE
See? That’s called “fantasy 
communication.”

DEMARYIUS THOMAS
And it’s been around a long time.

J.B. SMOOVE
How long? Maybe y’all need to check 
out this video. 

DEMARYIUS THOMAS
Played on one of these fine, 
quality computers. 

J.B. SMOOVE
Stop that! Why does everyone keep 
talking about these damn laptops? 
Just watch this. 

DEMARYIUS clicks something on his Lenovo Horizon. *

FADE TO FULL FRAME AS THE VIDEO BEGINS PLAYING:3 3

TITLE: GREAT SPORTS COMMUNICATORS THROUGHOUT HISTORY

MUSIC: Triumphant Sting

Blue (07/17/2015) 2.



NFL ANNOUNCER  (V.O)
Great Sports Communicators 
Throughout History!

CUT TO:

Ken Burns-style IMAGES: an ancient landscape with volcano; 4 4
cave men, talking.

NFL ANNOUNCER (V.O.)
And as long as there has been talk, 
there has been talking smack, also 
called “Fantasy Communication.”  

Ancient CAVE PAINTINGS show a cartoon man (Demaryius’ head 
with Caveman Body) with “KUK IZ #1” scrawled above it.

NFL ANNOUNCER (V.O.)
Early man realized that by using 
words to exaggerate his ability 
over others, he could “get inside” *
an enemy’s head, making it easier 
to steal his food and “dominate.” *

IMAGE: An ancient Greek pot with an illustration of a cartoon 5 5
man with Jamaal Charles’ face flexing his muscles over a 
cowering man.

FADE TO close up on the side of the cowering man’s head. 
Depicted literally inside it is the same image of the flexing 
man.

FLASH CUT

IMAGES: Early civilizations; Roman empire. 6 6

NFL ANNOUNCER (V.O.)
“Fantasy Communication” was first 
linked to athletics in 490 BC, when 
Pheidippides ran over 40 miles to 
Athens all while gloating about 
defeating the Persians in battle. 

IMAGES: A cartoon man with DEMARCO MURRAY’s head is 
Pheidippides. He wears a tunic and gloats as he runs. 

DEMARCO MURRAY
Yeah! I got this! 

NFL ANNOUNCER (V.O.)
But it was in America where the 
Fantasy Communication Revolution 
occurred. 
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IMAGE: Old map of “The New World”; The Declaration of 7 7
Independence; filthy colonists.

NFL ANNOUNCER(V.O.)
The Declaration of Independence was 
considered by some to be the most 
braggadocious document ever, a 
series of boasts that convinced the 
world that a ragtag group of 
farmers and beer brewers was better 
than the King of England.

PHOTO: an old bound edition of the FEDERALIST PAPERS.

NFL ANNOUNCER (V.O.)
This attitude helped created the 
Federalist papers, a document of 
one-upsmanship between James 
Madison and Alexander Hamilton that 
still stands as history’s longest 
documented SMACK TALK BATTLE - OR -  *
INSULT DUEL. *

DRAMATIZATION: Cartoon man with ODELL BECKHAM JR’s head as 
Alexander Hamilton, reading from the FEDERALIST No. 10. On 
his desk is a WOODEN LENOVO LAPTOP. *

ODELL BECKHAM JR.
(plainspoken)

James, you are entitled to life, *
liberty, and the pursuit of my *
dust. *

GRAPHICS: Newspaper headlines about the Lincoln Douglas 8 8
debates “Lincoln Clowns On Douglas”; “Douglas Dogs Lincoln: 
Men Shout While Standing A Mere Two Inches Apart!”

NFL ANNOUNCER (V.O.)
A riveting series of talk 
spectacles known as the Lincoln-
Douglas Debates elevated an unknown 
lawyer to the Presidency. He was 
“Arrogant Abe” Lincoln, and he had 
a reputation for “bringing it under 
pressure every time.”

DRAMATIZATION: Cartoon man with MATT FORTE’S head dressed as 
Lincoln looks under camera. 

MATT FORTE
You wanna divide this Union? Psh. 
You better recognize. 
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FOOTAGE: The roaring twenties. People using megaphones. 9 9
MUSIC: Hot jazz.

NFL ANNOUNCER (V.O.)
In the 1920s, a time of bombastic 
“scat” jazz and talking motion 
pictures, mobsters like Joey 
“Bigmouth” Parisi, used a street-
wise version of fantasy 
communication in secret 
“talkeasies.” 

PHOTO: Eddie Lacy as a mobster. “Joey ‘Bigmouth’ Parisi”

DRAMATIZATION: Cartoon man with Eddie Lacy’s head (dressed in 
loud pinstripe suit) and reads old timey insults. *

EDDIE LACY
Pipe down and scram, see? You think 
you can take over my territory? 
Maybe you should hop into my 
Cabriolet because I’m taking you to 
school. 

FOOTAGE: World War II. 10 10

NFL ANNOUNCER (V.O.)
During World War II, with the men 
away, women took on extra 
responsibilities of talking smack.

GRAPHIC: Rosie The Riveter poster doctored to read “THIS IS 
MY HOUSE! MY HOUSE!!” instead of “We Can Do It!”

NFL ANNOUNCER(V.O.)
As communication have proliferated, 
fantasy communication has spread as 
well. 

INT. LIVING ROOM11 11

A student sits at a Lenovo computer. He types “This is my *
house, Demaryius! And you’re aren’t invited!” - OR - “Call *
the President, because what’s gonna happen to you is a *
national disaster!” *

NFL ANNOUNCER (V.O.)
Today, some say we’re in a golden 
age of fantasy communication where 
millions engage each day in their 
fantasy rivalries.
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INT. CLASSROOM - MAIN12 12 *

Demaryius Thomas looks at the message on his computer. He 
shakes his head. 

DEMARYIUS THOMAS
Come on, man. Why?  *

J.B. SMOOVE *
Sorry. People like that stuff. *

CUT TO:

FOOTAGE: The world seen from space.13 13

NFL ANNOUNCER (V.O.)
Who will be the next great fantasy 
communicator? Probably not you, 
bro. No, definitely not you.
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